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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
An organization deploys multiple Mule applications to the same customer -hosted Mule
runtime. Many of these Mule applications must expose an HTTPS endpoint on the same port
using a server-side certificate that rotates often.
What is the most effective way to package the HTTP Listener and package or store the
server-side certificate when deploying these Mule applications, so the disruption caused by
certificate rotation is minimized?
A. Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a Mule DOMAIN project, referencing it from all
Mule applications that need to expose an HTTPS endpoint Package the server-side certificate in
ALL Mule APPLICATIONS that need to expose an HTTPS endpoint
B. Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a Mule DOMAIN project, referencing it from all
Mule applications that need to expose an HTTPS endpoint Store the server-side certificate in a
shared filesystem location in the Mule runtime's classpath, OUTSIDE the Mule DOMAIN or any
Mule APPLICATION
C. Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a MuleDOMAIN project, referencing It from all
Mule applications that need to expose an HTTPS endpoint Package the server-side certificatein
the SAME Mule DOMAIN projectGo to Set
D. Package an HTTPS Listener configuration In all Mule APPLICATIONS that need to expose an
HTTPS endpoint Package the server-side certificate in a NEW Mule DOMAIN project
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are three reasons to migrate from IPv4 to IPv6? (Choose three.)
A. Hosts can be assigned an IP address without DNS.
B. Hosts can be assigned an IP address without DHCP.
C. IPv6 eliminates the requirement for NAT.
D. IPv6 includes enough IP addresses to allocate more than four billion IP addresses to every

person on earth.
E. IPv6 eliminates the need for VLANs.
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
"IPv6 address contains 32 characters vs. 12 in IPv4. This will grant no ip address translation and
dynamic changes. We will even don't need NAT! "
http://www.ipv6.ru/english/history/goipv6.php
" IPv6 uses a 128-bit address, allowing 2128, or approximately 3.4×1038 addresses, or more
than
7.9×1028 times as many as IPv4, which uses 32-bit addresses"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are creating a canvas app that uses one connector.
Which two objects are provided to Power Apps by the connector? Each correct answer presents
a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. customizations
B. tables
C. triggers
D. actions
Answer: B,D
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